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Some exhibitions become immediate art historical re-
ferences, in so far as they identify a trend, name an 
aspiration, track an ascendant discourse, or detect an 
emerging concern or type of practice. Le mouvement 
des images [The Movement of Images] [Centre Pompi-
dou, Musée National d’Art Moderne; April 9, 2006—Ja-
nuary, 29, 2007], the new installation of the Centre 
Pompidou’s envied, immense collection, is undoub-
tedly of this stature. Its sophisticated configuration 
of the exhibition space and non-chronological layout 
deftly enact the exhibition’s premise—the examina-
tion of the relationship between the cinema and vi-
sual arts. If prior exhibitions have also delved into this 
question, Le mouvement des images decidedly distin-
guishes itself by broadening the debate through some 
four hundred works. The show significantly reconfigu-
res the chronology of this protracted relation.

Philippe-Alain Michaud, the exhibition’s curator, as-
serts that the cinema initially conformed to an exis-
ting space—the modern theater—to such an extent 
that it became irrevocably assimilated to its main sta-
ge, single-point perspective, and full frontal engage-
ment with the spectators. This apparatus influenced 
the history of cinema for many years. In the aftermath 
of WWII, however, the impact of experimental cinema 
progressively spread: it initiated new possibilities for 
filmic presentation. The cinema then freed itself from 
the theater—as site and type of projection—more defi-
nitively, notably migrating to exhibition spaces, aided 



by the advent of digital technologies. 
This incursion of film, video, and moving images in ge-
neral into museums produced a feedback, the effect 
of which was a renewed understanding of visual arts. 
Considered static, visual art practices then required a 
new critical vocabulary. 
Michaud’s historical narrative is quite convincing; his 
theoretical premise ambitious. Thankfully, the installa-
tion itself does not fail to deliver. Occupying the entire 
fourth floor of the Parisian institution, Le mouvement 
des images is divided into four sections, distributed 
along a central path. Each section tackles a fundamen-
tal aspect that the cinema shares with other visual 
media. These are movement, projection, editing, and 
narrative—four axes that apply equally to sculpture, 
painting, and architecture. Much of the sophisticated 
pleasure produced by the exhibition results from the 
viewer’s discovery of unsuspected parallels between 
works. Finally, the caliber of the four hundred selected 
works yields powerful correspondences; this is the ex-
hibition’s first strength. The second is the intellectual 
sophistication that governs each juxtaposition. 
One of the exhibition’s most interesting combinations is 
the presentation of Henri Matisse’s preparatory cartoons 
for the stained glass windows of the chapel in Vence in 
the same room as the projection of Stan Brakhage’s 
film Chartres Series, which was hand-colored by the 
American experimental filmmaker. The parallel drawn 
out here is all about light—natural for Matisse; electri-
cal for Brakhage—animating chromatic motifs and con-
tributing to their dematerialization.



Equally successful, another section combines three 
works around their exploration of line—the mark de-
terminedly traced, without interruption, from start to 
finish. A painting by Jackson Pollock, featured here be-
cause of its sinuous and milky drawing, is juxtaposed 
to the documentation of Dennis Oppenheim‘s epheme-
ral Annual Rings, 1968, a series of concentric circles 
drawn in the snow on the Canada-United States border. 
Nearby, the viewer can follow the slow, white smoke 
drawing of five airplanes against a blue sky in Marijke 
Van Warmerdam’s looped film Skytypers, 1997. 
Thirteen silent projections grace the exhibition’s cen-
tral avenue, intelligently avoiding audio conflicts while 
proposing a kind of spatial montage. A few memora-
blefilms grace these darkened walls: Fernand Léger’s 
Ballet mécanique, 1924, Man Ray’s Retour à la raison, 
1923, Piece Mandala/End War, 1966, by Paul Sharits, 
for example. These short films are screened at regu-
lar intervals and the visitor can easily adapt his visit 
to the screening schedule. In this type of ambulation, 
the viewer edits his own trajectory, As such, he recom-
poses the exhibition, performing an individual act of 
editing through his movement in the exhibition. This 
open scenography enables a very fluid circulation. This 
contrasts sharply with the domination of the viewer in-
herent in many curators’ deferral to black-box presen-
tation of moving-image work, which has become the 
norm in numerous recent manifestations, such as Do-
cumenta XI.



Conceptually and spatially, this exhibition is therefore 
superbly coherent as it ushers in an original, and well-
founded, interpretation of the history of the relationship 
between visual arts and the cinema. Underlying this 
kind of history writing is Philippe-Alain Michaud’s regard 
for Aby Warburg’s theoretical project, which he has pre-
viously explored. Le mouvement des images enacts the 
lesson and memory of Mnemosyne—the awe-inspiring 
project for a textless art history founded, precisely, on 
iconological relationships and anachronisms, which the 
German intellectual tackled at the end of his life. This 
exhibition thus pays homage to the
imagination of this famous predecessor.


